There are many reasons why children should and shouldn’t work for their pocket money.

Firstly if they get used to working it will be easier to get a job.
Secondly kids won’t go lazy and they will always have something to do.

BUT OTHERS THINK DIFFERENTLY!!

Firstly if they do get pocket money without working they will be happy
When they will go to school and they don’t need more work plus there home work
So over all I think that kids shouldn’t get money get pocket money for working

Grade Commentary
Shane has demonstrated a basic knowledge of the content, and a limited level of competence in producing a discussion text. Paragraphs have not been used effectively to structure ideas and the two viewpoints have not been covered in sufficient depth and detail. Time connectives have been appropriately used but the vocabulary lacks variation. Basic desktop publishing skills have been demonstrated but a limited level of competence in drafting and revising is evident.

Shane’s response demonstrates characteristics of work typically produced by a student performing at a grade D standard.